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New event format
POWX Solid Dialogue Moscow, 12 May 2016, Moscow City
International Symposium: Technology for Powder and Bulk Solids

Moscow, 29 February 2016
Following the international trade show for the powder and bulk solids industry in Russia
POWX2014 the organizer now draws the industry’s attention to a successive event.
„POWX Solid Dialogue Moscow“ is the name of this international symposium, which takes
place in the Russian capital on 12 May 2016.
Exclusively experienced professionals from Russia and abroad are expected by the organizer
OWP-Rus, by the POWX experts’ council and by the event partners, to attend this symposium.
Mostly technical and solution-oriented topics will be discussed on the occasion of this special
industry meeting. Numerous applications focusing at the key aspects of the Russian industry,
e.g. agriculture, construction, chemistry and food, will be handled.
The event’s format is new: the effective framework, the interactive involvement, the solid
dialogue.
The participants of POWX Solid Dialogue Moscow always stay in the very center. And exactly
there, the event will take place: in the center of this metropolis – directly in Moscow City.
On the one hand, this symposium puts its emphasis on Russian and international producers of
high-end technology for the efficient processing of powder and bulk solids.
On the other hand, the huge market potential is in focus: this new event format addresses
the wide range of industrial applications in Russia and the CIS countries in an unparalleled
efficient way.
You find further information about this symposium on the POWX website under
www.powx-russia.com.
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About The Solid Dialogue
This new event format allows business professionals to solidly act in the Russian market and
being simultaneously highly efficient. All in one place, in the business center of Moscow.
POWX puts an emphasis on Russian and international manufacturers of technology for the
efficient processing of powder and bulk solids. At the same time, it is also intended for the
numerous users of industrial equipment in Russia and the CIS countries.
Beyond that, POWX Solid Dialogue Moscow is backed by +25 years of experience in the Russian
market, by a leading expert committee and numerous supporters of the Russian industry.
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